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Personnel Policies Committee (PPC) Report for 
The Faculty Senate meeting of October 14, 2020 

 
The PPC met on Wednesday, October 7, 2020 

3:00 p.m. CT, via Zoom 
 

In Attendance: William Fridley, Meg-Cotter Lynch, Doug Wood, Carolyn Fridley, Chaehyun Lee,  
  Hallie Stephens 

 
I. Meeting called to order by William Fridley, committee chair at 3:05 p.m. 

 
II. Discussion of the faculty hiring process:  standardized timeline for departmental requests 

and for decisions (in order to make timely advertisements for positions), prioritization of 
faculty hiring, identification of and access to relevant documents and paperwork, faculty 
representation in the deliberation and decision making process (see Items for points of 
information relevant to items II and III). 

 
It was agreed that a motion would be drafted to update the December 6, 2017 Faculty 
Senate Resolution on a faculty hiring prioritization process.  It was noted that A Look at 
Inflation-Adjusted Faculty Salaries, a document prepared by Dr. Chris Moretti for the Faculty 
Senate in 2018 might be of use for this motion. 

 
III. Summer scheduling, course load, class size, and compensation. 

It was agreed that discussion on this item would be taken up at the next PPC meeting. 
 

IV. New Business 
 
A. The perennial issue of unreliable communication from the chairs’ meetings was 

discussed.  It was agreed that a motion would be drafted for note taking at the chairs’ 
meetings in order to improve communication, transparency, accountability, and shared 
governance. 

B. A FS response to the Administration’s (VPAA Teresa Golden) response to the FS’s 
recommendations on the proposed partnership with Graduation Alliance was discussed.  
It was agreed that a motion for a response would be drafted.  It was noted that 
information from the HLC (the relevant criterion is 
3.C.2:  https://www.hlcommission.org/Policies/criteria-and-core-components.html) 
would be useful. 
 

V. Motions to forward to the Faculty Senate for the October 14 meeting (texts of the three 
motions is included below): 
A. Motion on the faculty hiring process 
B. Motion on note taking at the chairs’ meetings 
C. Motion on a response to Administration concerning proposed partnership with 

Graduation Alliance 
 

VI. Review and wrap-up done. 
 

VII. Adjournment at 4:23 p.m. 

https://www.se.edu/faculty-senate/wp-content/uploads/sites/65/2020/09/FS-SE-Faculty-Salaries-over-time-Moretti-2018.pdf
https://www.se.edu/faculty-senate/wp-content/uploads/sites/65/2020/09/FS-SE-Faculty-Salaries-over-time-Moretti-2018.pdf
https://www.hlcommission.org/Policies/criteria-and-core-components.html
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Three Motions for the Faculty Senate Meeting of October 14, 2020 

 

Motion 1:  A Resolution for the faculty hiring process 

RESOLUTION 
Regarding Faculty Hiring Process 

RESOLVED BY THE FACULTY SENATE 

 
On December 6th, 2017, the Faculty Senate approved a resolution urging the 

Administration to adopt a clearly defined, standardized, and transparent process in its decisions 
to hire faculty members. An effort towards establishing such a process was begun by 
administration at that time, but not completed. The Faculty Senate believes that instituting a 
more visible hiring process will encourage and support shared governance as an ongoing 
partnership between the faculty and the Administration, and will further serve to strengthen 
faculty morale and faculty confidence in the Administration’s vision for the future of the faculty 
and the University at large.  

To that end, the Faculty Senate now requests that a transparent process for faculty 
hiring decisions be formally adopted, including the following parameters: 

 

• A standardized faculty hiring request form to be used campus-wide. The standardized request 
form would describe the faculty position to be filled and would include sufficient space to 
include the rationale and documentation for the hiring request.  
 

• A standard fall deadline for faculty hiring requests from all departments. We recommend that, 
beginning in 2021, this deadline be October 15th. Exceptions to this deadline may be made in 
cases of unexpected faculty departures or unanticipated enrollment growth. 

 

• A standardized response form to the hiring request. The response form would clearly answer 
either Yes or No. If the response to the hiring request is “No,” a brief explanation would be 
provided by the Administration. The explanation might include the likelihood or timeline for 
a future successful request. This response would also be made by a defined date. We 
recommend that, beginning in 2021, this deadline be November 15th. 

 

• An internal database with a history of all faculty hiring requests and the disposition of each 
request (Yes or No). The internal database would be available to faculty and departments via 
an easily accessible, permanent electronic means. 

 
Upon approval, the motion will be emailed to VPAA Teresa Golden and VPBA Dennis Westman 
 

Motion 2: On note taking at the chairs’ meetings 

We recommend that Academic Affairs enlist a designated note-taker for the chairs’ meetings.  The Notes 

will include topics of discussion and information items from the meeting.  The Notes will be emailed to 

all faculty within 48 hours of each chairs’ meeting. 
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Rationale 

Lack of reliable communication from the chairs’ meetings has been a long-standing concern.  This 

presents a formidable obstacle to transparency, accountability, and most importantly to the meetings’ 

“informational” function. 

The current practice is that each of the fourteen department chairs is responsible for gathering 

information from the meetings, taking notes, and informing their departmental faculty.  This 

unnecessarily complex “system” has resulted in inconsistent and unreliable communication, gaps in 

communication, misinformation of various stripes, rumors, and confusion.  In short, the current practice 

does not work.  Our recommendation offers a simple fix that will improve communication, transparency, 

accountability, and provide faculty and departments with the reliable information that is essential in the 

practice of effective shared governance. 

Upon approval, the motion will be emailed to VPAA Teresa Golden and President Newsom 

 

Motion 3:  A response to the Administration (VPAA Golden) on the proposed partnership with 

Graduation Alliance 

Faculty Senate Response to Vice President for Academic Affairs Teresa Golden’s response to the 
recommendations unanimously approved by the Faculty Senate on September 16, 2020 relevant to the 
use of Graduation Alliance (GA), a third-party vendor.  

Faculty Senate recommendation 1: Prepare a detailed plan indicating potential costs, revenue, and 

benefits to the University. 

Costs 

Financial projections for costs are not provided.  The response acknowledges that, “Additional students 

will cost in terms of instruction provided by faculty. There will be additional services required by 

Admissions, Registrar, Advising, Financial Aid, and CIDT.” The “additional services” will be at a cost. 

Concerning is that the response noted that a Growth Committee has been formed “to examine the 

additional needs of continued growth” but there is no mention of the intention for this committee to 

specifically address the known costs of increased enrollment. Before engaging a third-party (for profit) 

vendor, it would be prudent to: 

• Examine the current number of faculty teaching currently enrolled students. Is the current 

number of faculty adequate to teach the currently enrolled students? 

• Examine the current class sizes. Are the current class sizes reasonable for faculty to meet the 

educational requirements of their courses? 

• Calculate how much it will cost to hire the additional faculty required to teach 50 students (the 

number of new students projected). 

Revenue  

Financial projections are provided, and based on those projections, GA may produce revenue.  
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Concerning is that the projections specify the revenue generated based on faculty rank, making explicit 

that substantially more revenue is generated by courses taught by adjuncts ($8,004) than by full 

professors ($2,014). Delineating revenue by rank may suggest that decisions about GA favor managing 

the potential influx of new students by utilizing adjuncts rather than tenured, or tenure-stream faculty. 

If a response to increased growth created by GA is to hire additional adjuncts, there are two concerns:  

1. An accreditation issue may arise, specifically with the Higher Learning Commission (HLC) noted 

in HLC Policy. 3.C.1. reads, in part, “…oversight of the curriculum and expectations for student 

performance, assessment of student learning,” and 3.C.3. “Instructors are evaluated regularly in 

accordance with established institutional policies and procedures.” 

Questions exist about whether current adjuncts receive regular evaluation and oversight. The 

possibility of adding adjuncts will exacerbate an existing concern. 

2. The University’s mission statement reads “Southeastern Oklahoma State University provides an 

environment of academic excellence that enables students to reach their highest potential.” Will 

hiring additional adjuncts contribute to academic excellence? 

Benefits    

VPAA Golden’s response notes that “over the past four years, we have learned that revenue sharing is a 

model that can have financial benefits to the University.”  

The revenue sharing model referred to is the University’s contract with Academic Partnerships, that was 

entered into during a time of financial crisis. That is not the case now, made explicit by President 

Newsom, when he said that “From a revenue and budget standpoint, we are fortunate to be in a good 

position due to our sustained enrollment growth over the last three years.” 

While it is prudent to continue expanding enrollment, using GA (revenue sharing, third-party vendor) 

requires clear and convincing evidence that existing concerns previously noted have been addressed 

first. 

Faculty Senate recommendation 2: Indicate how the program can be assessed as to its effectiveness and 

success. 

Based on a measure of 1st to 2nd and 1st to 3rd semester retention, VPAA Golden notes that “we would 

expect these students to retain at a higher rate than other adult students because of the additional 

support [emphasis added].” 

Additional support assumes an adequate number of faculty. 

The number of full-time faculty is declining. According to information from the Common Data Set, in AY 

2018-2019 there were 125 full-time faculty, down from 128 in 2017-2018, down from 133 in 2016-2016. 

HLC Policy 3.C.2 reads, in part, “The institution has sufficient numbers and continuity of faculty 

members to carry out both the classroom and the non-classroom roles of faculty…” 

Additional support assumes an adequate number of faculty teaching reasonably-sized classes. 

about:blank
about:blank
about:blank
about:blank
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Class size is on the rise. According to information from the Common Data Set, the “all student/full-time 

faculty ratio” for AY 2018-2019 is 28.46, which is up from 26.71 in 2017-2018, which is up from 23.31 in 

2016-2017.  

Faculty Senate recommendation 4: Extend the contract signing date until the Faculty Senate deems that 

concerns are adequately addressed. 

VPAA Golden notes that “extending the contract signing date past September 15 had been agreed to.”  

What is not known is if an agreement has been reached on a contract signing date. Has a decision 

already been made to enter into this contract? 

 

Summary  Based on the response provided by VPAA Golden, the concerns about a partnership between 

the University and Graduation Alliance have not been adequately addressed. Therefore the Faculty 

Senate does not endorse this partnership.  

Existing issues, with current enrollment have not been included in the response:  

• Adequate (“sufficient” in the language of HLC Policy) numbers of current faculty teaching 

currently enrolled students 

• Consideration of current class sizes 

• Current dependence on adjuncts with the potential for increased dependence 

• Current oversight and evaluation of adjuncts, and the responsibility to oversee and evaluate 

additional adjuncts 

It would be reasonable to consider a partnership with this – or other third-party vendors – when it is 
clear that current enrollment and its attendant concerns are seriously addressed.  

 

Update Item 

An email (10-12-2020) from VPAA Golden to the PPC and FS chair Clark updating us on the status of our 
request to update two inoperable links in the APPM, and to archive APPMs in accordance to the Policy 
to Modify the Academic Policies and Procedures Manual (APPM Preface). 

Hello, 
  
-I have updated the broken links on page 78 (please remember to clear browser history to access the 
newest version of the APPM). I also updated the academic year to say 2020-2021 so it should be easy to 
tell if you are looking at the most current version for this first set of changes. 
  
-I have changed appendixes to appendices in the text of the document. The appendixes term will still be 
present in the web links listed in the browser address. If I were to alter this spelling in the web link 
names I would have to get some assistance from IT to rename some folders on the drive that link to the 
web page as well as individually retype and update every appendix link present in the document. I am 
hopeful for now that fixing the spelling in the text is the major concern. If we get a quiet day at some 
point in Academic Affairs I will investigate this further. 
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-Additionally, I updated the link name on page 10 to reflect that Appendix L is displaying the updates to 
the APPM from 2019-2020. These would be the updates that Bryon made last year. As we make more 
substantive changes I will change this link to reflect the current year. 
  
Please note, I am still working on the archives and what it will take to find the old ones and get them 
back on the Academic Affairs web page. 
  
Now that I have a greater understanding of how to update the APPM on the web site we should be able 
to move forward in a more timely manner when changes are needed. I certainly appreciate the efforts 
of the members of the Personnel Policies Committee in assisting with maintaining an updated and 
functional APPM. 
  
Regards, 
  
-Teresa 
 

Items 
 
2020-2021 Charge from Faculty Senate Chair Dr. Randy Clark 
 
This committee’s duties shall involve all matters which directly affect the well-being of the faculty member at the 
institution. These matters shall include, but not be limited to salary, insurance, teaching, post-tenure review, and 
travel to professional meetings. 
 
Updated Charges for 2020-2021 
 

1. To work with the Vice President for Academic Affairs, Dr. Bryon Clark, on the archiving of previous APPMs 
and to improve the timeliness and functioning of the “policy on policies” (Preface to the APPM, Policy to 
Modify the Academic Policies and Procedures Manual).  Perhaps wait on this as we track the ad-hoc 
committee for Policy on Policies. 

2. To continue work on the Academic Policies & Procedures Manual (APPM), identifying sections that need 
editing, updating, or other editorial revisions, and making recommendations for needed changes.  This 
charge is ongoing.  Recommend we contact VPAA Golden and request that Academic Affairs restore 
inoperable hyperlinks in the APPM (especially in the APPENDIXES). 

3. To follow up on a resolution regarding a faculty hiring prioritization process that was approved by the 
Faculty Senate on December 6, 2017 (see III. Committee Reports, D. Executive Committee).  Ongoing, and 
perhaps expand.   
The FS's Faculty Hiring Prioritization Resolution which was partially implemented in 2018, less so in 2019, 
and nowhere to be found in 2020. The "catch" was determining the faculty entity that reviewed and 
analyzed the paperwork (e.g. FS Budget Committee, Academic Council, etc.). My take: let's work to get 
the process reignited (due date for departments to make hiring requests, faculty access to the requests 
and the decisions made). Then what we need is at least one faculty representative (from the FS) who is at 
the table for these deliberations and decisions: how much of the budget is "dedicated" to faculty hires? 
And how are the decisions made on faculty hiring offers. 

4. Conduct a review to obtain information on fulltime faculty teaching overloads, and data on compensation 

arrangements for faculty using coaches.  Continue, and focus initially on specific policies and practices 

regarding teaching overloads.  Subsequently address Summer teaching load and compensation. 

For charges 1 and 2, our email to VPAA Golden (9-24-2020) and her response (9-28-2020) 

Hello, Dr. Golden,  

https://www.se.edu/faculty-senate/wp-content/uploads/sites/65/2019/08/FS-Minutes-12-6-2017-approved.pdf
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The Personnel Policies Committee met yesterday, and we would like to request your help in addressing a 

restoration of two inoperable links in the APPM (see below), and in providing an archive of past APPMs as 

explained in the Preface to the APPM, Policy to Modify the Academic Policies and Procedures Manual.  

Links to repair  

4.4.7 Post-Tenure Review Policy (added by Faculty Senate and Academic Affairs, approved by the President 
12/2015)   

Post-Tenure Review Flowchart—Appendix J   

Post-Tenure Review Timeline—Appendix K (page 78)  

Would you also change the spelling of APPENDIXES to APPENDICES?  

Archiving APPMs  

• The APPM will be archived by academic year in a read-only document; the year will be listed on each page 
as a watermark.    

• The archived APPMs will be listed by academic year on the Academic Affairs Website. (APPM, page 10)  

  

We are pleased to be working with you on this.  Let us know if we can be of assistance.  

Sincerely,  

William, Chair of the Personnel Policies Committee  

 
Hello,  
Thank you for this update. I need to schedule a meeting with IT to assist me with this so please give me a little time 
to get this done. I am working on it. 
Regards, 
-Teresa 

 

PPC Email Chain 
 

• Full-time faculty to student ratio, attached Common Data Set PDF (Meg’s email of 10-2-2020) 

• Meg:  Many thanks for supplying our committee with this valuable Common Data Set information - I will 
look over it carefully in preparation for our meeting. Thanks also for the suggested agenda item - I like it! 
Especially powerful is "We ask that this be achieved by fall 2022, which is when the initiatives proposed by 
the enrollment task force are supposed to take effect - so, in essence, 1st we get a reasonable faculty-
student ratio, then we grow enrollment while simultaneously growing our faculty to keep that ratio stable 
[emphasis added]." (Carolyn’s email of 10-2-2020) 

• Meg’s historical perspective on summer scheduling and compensation, and her current stance: I just 
wanted to point out that the old system was also problematic—so I think we should work on designing 
one that is equitable, fair, and workable. (Email 10-2-2020) 

 
Four motions passed unanimously at the March 30 FS meeting. 
 

1. We request that all faculty members be provided with an annual appointment letter prior to the start of 
fall semester classes each year, specifying their salary for the coming academic year.  This practice should 
be noted in the APPM in section 4.1.1.1.a. 

a. Note: per APPM, non-tenured faculty should receive annual appointment letters; tenured faculty 
are presumed to be continued and need not receive annual appointment letters (APPM 
4.1.1.1.a.). However, we are requesting that all faculty, regardless of tenure status, be notified 
yearly of our salaries; as noted in APPM 4.1.1.3, the university cannot obligate funds beyond the 
current fiscal year. Therefore, we are asking to be notified of our salaries after July 1st but before 
the beginning of fall classes each year. 
 

2. We remind all department chairs, faculty, and administration that the teaching load for full-time faculty is 
defined by APPM 4.1.4 and 4.7.1 as 12 credit hours per semester, regardless of faculty rank. This 
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calculation should include any reassigned time.  Overload pay is expected for teaching in excess of 12 
credit hours per semester. 

 
3. We recommend that the teaching hours for graduate classes be consistently calculated at 1.333 semester 

hour units (APPM 4.9.1) for purposes of scheduling, workload, and compensation.  We ask that Academic 
Affairs work with department chairs and faculty to ensure this is consistently applied.   

 
4. We recommend that in cases where faculty are teaching an overload, and the teaching schedule includes 

both undergraduate and graduate courses, the overload pay will be for the graduate courses (i.e. benefits 
the faculty, see Temporary and Supplemental Salary Schedules 2019-2020, APPM Appendix B).  We ask 
that Academic Affairs work with department chairs and faculty to ensure this is consistently applied.   

http://lectures.se.edu/academic-affairs/policies-and-procedures/docs/Appendixes/Appendix%20B%20-%20FY18.pdf

